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From two days to ten minutes -

Intelligent Engineering
is the way!

It is with great pleasure that we send you the second edition of
NextDimensions, a Geometric newsletter. The dynamics of the
engineering world are changing rapidly. Inescapable business
trends of increasing product complexity and agility across the
value stream are reinventing the way leading companies
perform design and engineering to achieve their goals of leaner,
faster and smarter. That’s where an Intelligent Engineering
approach can make a difference. Simple automation and
integration of cross functional processes can play a great role in
improving the efficiency of engineering organizations.
We at Geometric, have leveraged our knowledge of the product
realization cycle and software technologies to build solution
accelerators that complement contemporary engineering
processes, giving our customers better and faster engineering
services. Our award winning tools and technologies are saving
millions of dollars across engineering domains. This issue of
NEXTDimensions covers our approach to Intelligent Engineering
with perspectives, solutions, case studies, and more.
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We hope you enjoy reading this, and also enjoyed the first
edition of NextDimensions, which was sent out in July 2012.
Kalidas Surapaneni
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Sr. Vice President & Global Head, Business Development
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We would really appreciate your feedback and thoughts on this issue of NEXTDimension as well as suggestions
on topics you would like us to cover. So do write in to NEXTdimensions@geometricglobal.com
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Model Based Enterprise –
The Way Forward!
Digital transformations are opening up new possibilities for leveraging
3D data. Moreover, increasing product complexity as well as the
unrelenting pressures to cut program cost and improve quality demands
a collaborative design environment, in which product information is
always up-to-date and can be accessed via open formats as a ‘single
source of truth’ across all stakeholders. This has led to the adoption of
the next level in design collaboration - MODEL BASED ENTERPRISE (MBE)
Model Based Enterprise is a term coined by the United States
Department of Defense (DoD) and adopted by many manufacturing
companies to define the use of 3D CAD model as the master document
for all engineering information, representing the part or assembly. The
core tenet of MBE is that the 3D model is created once and reused as a
central source for a complete product definition, i.e. design and
manufacturing intent.
An annotated 3D model known as Model Based Definition (MBD)
contains the necessary product information such as GD&T (Geometric
Dimensions & Tolerances), PMI (Product Manufacturing Information),
material properties and other important engineering data centralized in
a common format. This set of MBD data serves as a single vehicle of
delivery for all product information utilized in downstream operations
such as manufacturing, procurement, quality and maintenance. Since
the data is produced only once, it leads to significant reduction in timeto-market and overall program costs.

Analysis

Enterprise
Resource
Planning

Leading A&D companies have largely been early adopters of MBD
technology, while the acceptance curve is relatively slower in other
industries, who still rely on 2D drawings as a source of engineering
information. The shifting emphasis from 2D drawings to 3D models has
several advantages.
?
Digital 3D models represent much more information compared to

single annotated view of 2D paper drawings, greatly improving the
quality of data types needed by multiple users throughout the
product lifecycle applications.
?
In an MBE environment, digital models are always in sync with the

design changes, reducing scrap, rework and repair cost by about 20%.
?
The same digital models can be readily shared across internal

product disciplines and external supply chain partners as well.

Challenges in implementing MBE
MBE is clearly a lean technique and can greatly improve lead time and
efficiency, but it requires converting large amount of 3D CAD data,
together with their attributes, dimensions and tolerances (known as
PMI data) into MBD data which is a difficult, and potentially timeconsuming task. In addition, information needed may vary based on the
wide array of downstream applications and usage. It also represents
other significant challenges such as:
?
Viewing of data is dependant on the native CAD applications, which

calls for huge investments in CAD software. In addition,
incompatible formats may require translations to native CAD format
?
Long term data storage requires CAD software retention. Data

Materials
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stored in legacy systems needs to be converted to MBD file formats
Protecting intellectual property while sharing the data with outside?
the-firewall users, for example with parts and services suppliers

Service
& Support

Simulation

Enterprise
CAD | PLM
Customer
Options

Fabrication

All information needed for preparing an MBD may not be present in
?
the CAD files, and some important information may have to be
pulled from the PDM system or other data management system
within the organization
Sharing of large and complex CAD parts and assemblies requires
?
translation into light weight formats like JT

Assembly
Technical
Publication

Inspection
& Test

Finally, the most important challenge is synchronization of data. Any
?
revisions or changes to original design requires recreation of CAD
data to ensure that the models shared are current and updated
throughout the enterprise and supply chain

MBE Architecture
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Model Based Enterprise –
The Way Forward!
Intelligent solutions for enabling MBE
Use of commercial tools and technologies designed for the purpose of
creating, updating and representing MBE data can greatly enhance the
ability to transform to Model Based Enterprise, through the automation
of manual and iterative process steps. For example, a product that
enables automatic authoring of light weight models from 3D CAD data
can help save countless hours of manual labor in creating and recreating
the models during design changes. Similarly, a product that helps in
publishing the MBD data into a CAD independent format, which can be
easily viewed over web or in a common software application, can enable
several non-engineering users to easily consume engineering data.
Geometric and Anark have come together to collaborate and build just
such a solution - Anark Core™ MBEWeb™. This solution allows users to
transform native CAD parts and tolerances, together with their
attributes, dimensions and tolerances, product views, and other MBD
information, into high-resolution and high-quality 3D HTML and 3D PDF
MBE documents. The solution leverages Geometric’s Glovius® viewing
solution based on JT open standards. The 3D MBD/ MBE documents can

Reference Input

MES

PLM

ERP

be viewed within standard HTML web browsers as well as Acrobat
Reader and can support a number of downstream consumption use
cases. Additionally, the solution interfaces directly with the enterprise
data sources (such as PLM, ERP, MES) to share the up-to-date data,
ensuring that downstream stakeholders are always in sync with the
latest engineering released versions and manufacturing best practices.

Summary
Lean philosophies have prompted organizations to adopt Model Based
Enterprise as a means to communicate product information. In practice,
implementing MBE using existing proprietary technologies can be
complex and time-consuming task as it requires significant hours of
manual labor for data creation.
An Intelligent Engineering approach of automating the manual and
iterative processes can reinvent the way companies can deploy MBE in a
simple and cost effective way.

Processing

Anark Core
Authoring

Output

Manufacturing
Web-server

Web-centric
3D MBE

Inside firewall
for internal manufacturing
Document-centric
3D MBE
Recipe 1:
Create HTML +JT 3D MBE
Recipe 2:
Create 3D PDF MBE Doc
Outside firewall
for external suppliers

CAD

Anark Core™ MBEWeb™ Solution

D
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Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) Solutions Imperative for Aerospace Industry
The aerospace and defense (A&D) industry is poised for significant
growth in the coming years. However, against a backdrop of increasingly
complex programs, overarching regulatory constraints, and lengthy
supply chain, A&D companies are pressed with the need to improve
productivity, cut costs and meet aggressive delivery schedules.
A&D Industry Challenges
?
New Program Complexity: The complexity and volume of

customized A&D programs have intensified significantly, leading to
substantial cost overruns and program delays. Aircraft programs are
highly complex in nature and several hundred engineers work in
parallel on specific components of the product over multiple years.
The high complexity and volume of components involved in a single
program means any change in design can have significant impact on
overall program timelines. All these factors underline the need to
reuse and replicate engineering data in new programs in order to
reduce delays and ensure overall program success.
?
Product Development Cost: A major portion of product

development costs are consumed in product design and engineering
activities. Since a lot of manual intervention is required at this stage,
the design process is prone to human errors. Functional
requirements or variant changes lead to rework and high design cost.
?
Aging Workforce: Retaining knowledge of product or product design

is an even greater concern for A&D than it is for other industries. A&D
programs are heavily R&D focused, and a large number of retiring
engineers with significant program experience continues to drive the
need to protect IP and replenish core engineering knowledge build
through years of experience in complex and large programs.
Other factors such as globally distributed systems, multiple CAD
systems, legacy applications and IP protection further necessitate the
need to capture and reuse engineering knowledge. KBE solutions can
help in reducing cost and rework, enhance time-to-market, and help in
improving the overall efficiency of A&D companies

Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) represents potentially the most
significant product development tool for appropriate automation of
repetitive and routine design task, whilst offering significant
improvements in efficiency and effectiveness of the engineering function.
KBE captures the intelligence of a product or a process in a mathematical
model. A KBE solution operates on top of the parametric features and
tools, and captures the knowledge in a mathematical model from
various sources such as industry standards, regulations, design
handbooks, thumb rules/SME judgment, etc.
Aerospace industry in particular has vast sources of knowledge such as
process documentation, databases, design rules, etc. which can be
leveraged through KBE to automate the design engineering process.
High quality KBE solution requires a good combination of engineering
and application development skills. The solution space of KBE in the
aerospace industry can be broadly classified into the following areas:
?
Design Process Automation: KBE helps in automation of repetitive

and routine engineering design tasks and reuses existing designs.
Design process automation frees up key engineering resources for
innovation and helps improve engineering lead time as well as
overall productivity.
?
Product Configurator: Product configurator is an add-on application

on top of CAD platforms like CATIA®, NX™, Pro/ENGINEER®,
SolidWorks®, CADAM, etc. Using product configurator end-users can
quickly configure complex products based on design rules.
?
Sales Configurator: Sales configurator automatically generates high

level general assembly drawing, sales BOM and sales quote
automatically. These applications could be stand-alone, add-on or
web-based applications. Sales teams can automatically generate the
quote using the sales configurator application
Typical areas of process automation and KBE applications in aerospace
industry are:
?
Aircraft conceptual design

Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) - An Intelligent Engineering
Solution for Aerospace Industry

?
3D modeling , aircraft engine assembly design and analysis

Product and manufacturing engineering activities contribute over 80%
of the overall product development costs, which involves creative as
well as repetitive design and engineering tasks. 'Leaning' repetitive tasks
offers large opportunities for improvement in engineering activity.

?
Electric cabling and routing

© Geometric Ltd. | Issue.2 | October 2012

?
Wings design, 3D parametric meshing

?
Space and weight computation
?
Seating and other complex configurations
?
Standard compliance
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Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) Solutions Imperative for Aerospace Industry

Sales Quote, GA (General Assembly)
Drawing & Sales BOM

Accurate Production Drawings/
Engineering BOM

Clients

Automated Output for Engineering & Sales

Manufacturing

Intelligent KBE Solution for
Aerospace Industry

Sales Order

Configure complex 3D
assemblies and Automatically
generate GA (General Assembly)
& Production Drawings

Web-based Sales
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Enable Sales

Product Configurator to
Enable Engineering

Output
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Sales Quote, Job Specification Reports, Error Log
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User Inputs
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User Inputs
Through Graphical
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Parts
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Design
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Intelligent KBE Solution for Aerospace Industry

Conclusion
Aerospace industry poses many challenges for OEMs as well as part
manufacturers to reduce lead times and product development costs.
KBE is an intelligent engineering solution that helps in repetitive task
automation, quick decision making, effective knowledge management,
and stringent regulatory compliances of the aerospace industry. KBE
solutions leverage product and process knowledge to design, configure
and engineer a product that can, in particular, enhance the efficiency
and effectiveness of the engineering function.

© Geometric Ltd. | Issue.2 | October 2012

KBE has been successfully utilized by aerospace OEMs to realize
immense benefits. Geometric believes that supply chain partners in the
industry can realize similar benefits by adopting KBE. Geometric is
actively involved in developing various KBE frameworks, processes and
methodologies to address the needs of the aerospace industry.
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Building Intelligent Engineering Applications
through NextGEN CAx
CAx tools (CAD - CAM - CAE) help engineers create better products faster,
but the fact remains that even with all the incremental improvements
made in CAx software, designers and engineers still have to compromise
on advanced design approach due to limited capabilities of generalpurpose CAD modeling tools. Significant investments have been made
by companies in the past to extend the OOTB capabilities of CAx
software applications. However, with ever-evolving engineering
processes, technologies, and user demographics these applications are
becoming outdated over a period of time.
Many a times legacy CAx applications are custom-built for maintaining
product differentiation, satisfying more stringent optimization needs, or
simply because OOTB products are unavailable for the domain. Current
trends such as emergence of mobility devices, CAx author-consumer
demographics, global engineering and collaboration requires a
fundamental change in product vision, user experience, architecture
and underlying technologies. Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE)
solutions can help incorporate engineering intelligence within the CAx
software; however, to really incorporate modern capabilities at an
enterprise level, there is a strong need for custom CAx applications.

Next Generation CAx Application Development
Geometric’s Next Generation CAx Application Development offering
takes a holistic approach in building engineering intelligence within the
software. Right from addressing the business and product vision, where
most of the intelligence for the application is conceptualized; to
implementing and delivering the first release, where the intelligence
gets realized, the offering addresses every step of product development.
It consists of two distinct methodologies viz. NextGEN Consulting, to
address the business and product vision, and NextGEN Execution, to
define the architecture, design and implementation.
NextGEN consulting methodology uses analysis and synthesis workshop
technique to collect diverse views and ideas about the product from
various stakeholders and builds a consensus over key ideas. A 360°
analysis is performed, where strategic, legal, technical, and commercial
aspects of the product vision are taken into consideration. Most of the
intelligence is build into the software during this phase.

© Geometric Ltd. | Issue.2 | October 2012

Ideas are also generated from external sources such as customers and
consultants. For example, one of our customers wanted to provide
hardness/ softness of class-A surface, in layman terms - as-the-userfeels-it-while-editing. This seemingly simple behavior was realized
through complex mathematics built into the software resulting in 60%
saving in class-A design time. In another example, Geometric came up
with the idea of using a custom knowledge base to support a large
variety of appliances that the CAx application had to support, allowing
addition of new appliances, as they would increase with time. The
customer could edit the knowledge base, and without making any
changes in the knowledge base new appliance could be supported.
Thus, a future oriented software architecture and design best practices
makes a general purpose CAx software much more intelligent.

Geometric’s depth and breadth in the CAx domain
helps build better solutions
Geometric has a rich legacy of
three decades in developing CAx
applications. Our competency ranges
from core kernel development to
CAx-PLM system integrations to
providing web interfaces through
3D visualization in the browser.
With breadth in functional expertise
for product, manufacturing and
Geometric’s competency
industrial engineering, Geometric can
circles for CAx Solutions
cross-breed ideas to provide better
solutions. We have built our inhouse tools and technologies which are
good example of engineering intelligence packaged into software.
Our tool, NestLib® takes all manufacturing processes and material
properties into consideration, while providing the optimum nest for
flats. Another tool, DFMPro® provides a rule engine and rule database
to bring manufacturability intelligence upfront in the product design
phase. We deliver value to our customers through combined value
proposition of our CAx functional and technical depth, and ready
technologies that can be reused to build intelligent applications, faster.
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Getting Automotive Designs Right for Manufacturing!
Although the automotive industry is growing globally, manufacturers
face a new set of challenges ranging from product recall, unsatisfactory
quality, and high scrap costs to program delays. Moreover, increasing
competition and high number of product variants are forcing
automotive manufacturers to maintain horizontal as well as vertical
product lines. Therefore, product standardization, reuse of existing
designs, and serviceability further add to the manufacturing complexity.
A leading US automotive OEM approached Geometric with challenges
related to low productivity, high cost, and unsatisfactory quality from
suppliers and downstream manufacturing partners. Process consultants
from Geometric analyzed the situation and identified that most
problems were due to the prevailing manual nature of manufacturability
checks, which not only consumed significant time but were also error
prone. For designers, it was a cumbersome and daunting task to do
design validation using a paper-based DFM checklist.
We leveraged our CAD integrated, Design For Manufacturability
validation solution, DFMPro® to help the customer improve productivity
by automating manufacturability validation right at the design stage.
Geometric’s intelligent Feature Recognition technology within DFMPro
automatically identifies manufacturing features and facilitates
automated design validation. It encompasses global best design
practices in terms of rules, which can be enforced during the design
creation process itself.

DFMPro helped the auto major detect manufacturability issues early,
thus avoiding excessive downstream quality and cost issues. The
customer could also define manufacturability rules and specifications in
the tool for the easy reference of internal and external design teams. By
automating the design review process, all stakeholders from design,
manufacturing, procurement, and even suppliers were able to
collaborate on a single platform.
Integrating world best design practices:
Some of the most crucial part manufacturing processes such as die
casting, machining, sheet metal, and assembly were addressed with the
out-of-the-box functionalities of this solution. In addition, some critical
customer-specific requirements were customized in the DFMPro
solution. In this way, the producibility of the incoming designs was
assured and downstream constraints related to assembly and
serviceability were addressed in the design stage itself, resulting in
overall improvements in productivity.
Some of the key savings through DFMPro
?
More than 70% savings in design validation time and improved

productivity
?
Scrap rate reduction by 12%
?
Improved collaboration between design, manufacturing and

suppliers teams
?
Improved part quality and significant reduction in assembly issues
?
Project payback in less than 6 months

Images: DFMPro integrated within popular CAD platforms like NX, Creo and SolidWorks
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In the News

Events

Geometric awarded AS/EN 9100:2009 Certification

Geometric @ PlanetPTC 2012

AS/EN 9100:2009 aerospace standards is the most advanced Quality
Management System (QMS) standard for the aviation, space, and
defense industries... Read More>>

Geometric participated in PlanetPTC Live 2012, a renowned event
held from June 3-6, 2012 in Orlando, Florida, USA. We showcased our
solutions and services on PTC platform. DFMPro was a major
attraction which does upstream manufacturability validation and
helps improve design process productivity and downstream costs.

Geometric launches DFMPro for NX to improve design
review efficiency
Extends NX Check-Mate capability to address manufacturability
checks... Read More>>

Tech Soft 3D and Geometric sign partnership
agreement
Collaboration between toolkit provider and engineering solutions
specialist to support expedited development of next generation
engineering software... Read More>>

Whitepapers
?
Turning designs into reality: The manufacturability

paradigm... Read More>>

Geometric @ IMTS 2012
Geometric participated in IMTS 2012, one of the most important
events for the manufacturing community worldwide. We gave a
preview of the upcoming release of CAMWorks 2013 and got very
encouraging feedback. CAMWorks 2013 introduces Synchronous
Machining Module for multi-tasking machines and enhanced
visualization capabilities that give a very realistic look and feel to the
simulation. Another great addition is true G-code capability.

Analyst Blog Posts
?
Is Product Analytics the Secret to More Competitive Products?

by Michelle Boucher, Aberdeen Research... Read More>>
?
PLM by Joe Barkai, IDC Manufacturing Insights... Read More>>

Upcoming Events
Geometric @ Siemens PLM 2012
Geometric is Gold Conference Partner at Siemens PLM Connection
Europe User Conference 2012 in Linz, Austria. Please visit us at booth
number # 38, from October 22-24, 2012 at the event.

Registered Office

Geometric Limited,
Plant-6, Pirojshanagar, Vikhroli (West), Mumbai 400 079
Tel +91.22.6705 6500, Fax +91.22.6705 6891
NEXTdimensions@geometricglobal.com | www.geometricglobal.com

Confidentiality Notice
The material contained in this newsletter represents proprietary and confidential information pertaining to products, technologies & processes belonging to Geometric Ltd, its subsidiaries and its clients. All information in this
newsletter is to be treated in confidence. The recipient must obtain Geometric Limited’s written consent before the recipient discloses any information on the contents or subject matter of this newsletter or part thereof to any third party
which may include an individual, firm or company or an employee or employees of such a firm or company. The names and trademarks used in this newsletter are the sole property of the respective companies and are governed/
protected by the relevant trademark and copyright laws.
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